
PROVEN SOLUTIONS
GLOBAL REACH



The FAMUR Group is the power of tradition
and long experience.

The equipment and services of the FAMUR Group are provided 
to customers on nearly all continents. The GLOBAL REACH of 
our operation commits us to undertake new challenges and set high 
standards for the products tailored to the individual needs of our customers 
worldwide, the success and satisfaction of whom are our priority. 

Based on our knowledge and experience, the FAMUR 
Group provides our customers with PROVEN SOLUTIONS 
for underground and open-pit mining, reloading, transport 
and power industries. 

For over 100 years our equipment has provided better 
performance and work safety in underground mining.

Apart from manufacturing and supplying equipment, we train the 
users in its operation, provide all-day maintenance services and 
technical support. We also offer investment financing and 
implementation support.

FAMUR has easily transferred its domestic market experience 
onto the international arena. Our machines work in the most 
extreme conditions, meeting the most specific demands of our 
customers worldwide.
The global position of the FAMUR brand is built on experience, 
a comprehensive offer of equipment and services and the trust 
of our partners.

We continuously broaden the range of our 
products and offer our customers comprehensive, tailored 
solutions, adapting them to the demands of the evolving market. 
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FAMUR offers its customers options for financing 
the purchase of our products including comprehensive 
financial solutions serving entire investment projects. The 
FAMUR's team of experienced specialists offers financial 
solutions, taking your needs in the scope of: capital cost, tax 
advantages and presentation in financial reports into account.

Our ambition is designing a financing structure for any investment 
demand. 
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Armii Krajowej 51
40-698 Katowice, Poland

T +48 32 359 63 00
F +48 32 359 66 77
famur@famur.com.pl

www.famur.com


